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"1951 Einstein in a letter to Michele Besso, 12 Dec. 1951 :“All those 50 years of careful

pondering have not brought me closer to the answer to the question: ‘What are 

light quanta?’ Today any old scamp believes he knows, but he’s deluding himself.”
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A CONSERVATIVE REVOLUTIONARY



Planck heard about this conflict between the two fit formulas when
Heinrich Rubens was visiting him at his home in the Grunewald suburb
of Berlin on 7 October 1900. A few hours later he was able to produce 
an interpolation formula, which approaches the Rayleigh-Jeans limit
for lower frequencies ν and approaches the Wien limit for high ν, with 
a smooth transition in between. 

2.1 Planck and Energy Quantization 1900 13

The problem defined by Kirchhoff one generation before was thus reduced to the
question of what form this dimensionless function f (!, T ) should take for the ide-
alized ‘black body’ at radiation equilibrium. Einstein described this situation in
historical retrospect, with characteristic irony:

It would be edifying if the brain matter sacrificed by theoretical physicists on the altar of
this universal function f could be put on the scales; and there is no end in sight to this cruel
sacrifice! What’s more: classical mechanics also fell victim to it, and one still cannot tell
whether Maxwell’s electrodynamic equations will survive the crisis that this function f has
brought about.15

Wilhelm Wien, who was co-editer of Annalen der Physik at the time, had been one
of the first to make a concrete suggestion regarding the form this function f (!, T )
could take16:

"(!, T ) = #!3eb!/T .

For a number of years Planck believed that this formula was correct. He attempted
repeatedly to derive it out of fundamental electrodynamic and thermodynamic the-
orems, but it refused to work.17 In 1900 Planck learned from Berlin experimenters
that this formula agreed with their laboratory results to good or very good approxi-
mation only for large !. It evidently completely failed for small !. Another formula
fit extremely well for the low-energy end of the spectrum, that is, toward the red,
and even more so in the infrared spectral range. Lord Rayleigh and William Jeans
in England had derived it from Maxwell’s electrodynamics and from statistical
mechanics18:

"(!, T ) = 8$!2

c3
kBT .

Planck heard about this conflict between the two fit formulas when Heinrich Rubens
was visiting him at his home in the Grunewald suburb of Berlin on 7 October 1900.
A few hours later he was able to produce an interpolation formula, which approaches
the Rayleigh-Jeans limit for lower frequencies ! and approaches the Wien limit for
high !, with a smooth transition in between19:

"(!, T ) = 8$!2

c3
h!

eh!/kBT ! 1
.

In this formula kB is the Boltzmann constant of statistical mechanics and h is the
quantum of action that Planck had already introduced into the discussion in 1899 and

15Einstein (1913), p. 1078 (CPAE, vol. 4, doc. 23, transl. ed., p. 273).
16See Wien (1896). Wien’s b corresponds to h/k in our current nomenclature.
17On these efforts by Planck 1897–99, see Kangro (1970) pp. 93ff., Kuhn (1978) pp. 114ff. and
Gearhart in Hoffmann (2010) along with the primary literature cited there.
18See Kangro (1970) pp. 189ff., Kuhn (1978) pp. 144ff., Giulini (2011) and Chiao and Garrison
(2008) pp. 5–8.
19See Planck (1900a, 1943) and Kangro (1970) for a comparison with experiments from the time.

In this formula kB is the Boltzmann constant of staLsLcal mechanics and h is the quantum of 
acLon that Planck had already introduced into the discussion in 1899 and
was later named aNer him. The examinaLons by Rubens and Kurlbaum in the long-wave
range, and by Lummer and Pringsheim in the short-wave range demonstrated a surprisingly
good empirical match. [For the experimental research on black-body radia7on conducted around 1900, 
see Lummer and Pringsheim (1897–1900), Kurlbaum and Lummer (1898, 1901), Rubens and Nichols
(1896), Rubens (1917), Rubens and Kurlbaum (1900, 1901); further Kangro (1970, 1970/71) 

Max Planck, 
(1858-1947)

THE DAWN OF QUANTUM MECHANICS

Planck was just trying to construe in his second quantum 
theory (see above)—to regard this quantization as merely an 
epiphe- nomenon of the interaction between radiation and 
matter: perhaps we may be allowed to assume that an 
oscillating resonator does not have a contin- uously variable
energy, but that its energy is a simple multiple of an 
elementary quantum instead. I believe that by using this
theory one can arrive at a satisfactory theory of radiation. 



From this average energy formula, Planck was able to show that formula for the energy

density within the blackbody cavity is

⇢T (⌫)d⌫ =
8⇡h⌫3

c3
1

eh⌫/kBT � 1
d⌫

or using ⌫ = c/�

⇢T (�)d� =
8⇡h

�3

1

ehc/�kBT � 1
d�

This quantity ⇢T (⌫)is defined as the energy contained in a unit volume of the cavity at

temperature T in the frequency interval ⌫ to ⌫+d⌫, and is related to the spectral radiancy

by the relationship

RT (⌫) =
c

4
⇢T (⌫)

A plot of ⇢T (⌫) as a function of � yields the solid lines in the radiation spectra shown

below.

To summerise:

Physically, Plancks dramatic explanation of blackbody radiation includes three fundamen-

tally new ideas:

1. The energy of a system can take only discrete values, which are represented on its

energy-level diagram.
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Physically, Plancks dramatic explanation of blackbody radiation includes three fundamen-tally new 
ideas: 
1-The energy of a system can take only discrete values, which are represented on its energy-
level diagram. 
2-A quantized oscillator can gain or loose energy only in discrete amounts, , which are 
related to its frequency by ∆E = hν. 
3. To emit energy from higher energy states, the temperature of a quantized system must 
be sufficiently high to excite those states. 
These three ideas have permeated all areas of science and technology. They are the basis for our 
understanding that energy (like matter) is discrete, not continuous, and that it can be transferred only 
in discrete chunks and not by arbitrary amounts. 

In the Planck’s equation kB is the Boltzmann 
constant of statistical mechanics and h is the 
quantum of action that Planck had already 
introduced into the discussion in 1899 and was 
later named after him. 
The examinations by Rubens and Kurlbaum in 
the long-wave range, and by Lummer and 
Pringsheim in the short-wave range 
demonstrated a surprisingly good empirical 
match.

NOT EASY TO ACCEPT



“In a word, I could call the whole deed an act of despera4on. For I am, by nature, 
peaceable and not inclined to dubious adventures. But I had been wrestling with the 
problem of the equilibrium between radia4on and ma?er for 6 years [since 1894], 
without success. I knew that this problem was of fundamental importance to physics. I 
was familiar with the formula describing the energy distribu4on in a normal spectrum; 
consequently, a theore4cal interpreta4on had to be found at any price, no ma?er how 
high. Classical physics was not good enough, that was clear to me. Because, according to 
it, over 4me the energy in ma?er must convert en4rely into radia4on. In order for it not 
to do so, we need a new constant [Planck’s quantum of ac4on h] that assures that the 
energy not disintegrate. [...] one finds that this dissipa4on of energy as radia4on can be 
prevented by the assump4on that energy be compelled from the outset to stay together 
in specific quanta. That was a purely formal assump4on and I did not really consider it 
much, just that I must, under all condi4ons, cost what it may, force a posi4ve result.” 

PLANCK AND BOLTZMANN

In order to be able to apply this method, Planck had to divide 
the energy up into finite packets, to be able to perform the 
combinatorics in the manner of Boltzmann. 

How dire this situa7on must have been for Planck to make him 
venture this formal step toward quan7zed energy, is revealed in 
his own words in a le@er to the American experimental 
physicist Robert Williams Wood (1868–1958) from 1931: 

Ludwig E. Boltzmann
1844 -1906



Planck started an intense search for a satisfactory and reasonable way to derive the 
formula from more general considerations. In December 1900 he finally succeeded, 
but it came at a high price. He used a statistical method by Boltzmann that he 
and his assistant Zermelo had already heftily criticized, to calculate the entropy S 
from the number of macroscopically indistinguishable microscopic ‘complexions’ 
K, that is, from distributions of the total available energy onto the individual 
resonators. 
Planck was trying to avoid any outright quarrel with the solid foundations of classical 
physics. 
It seems to have been downright embarrassing for him that with his initially harmless 
interpolation proposal in 1900 to explain the distribution of radiative energy, of all people 
would have triggered such a far-reaching development. Consequently, Planck did 
everything he could, particularly with his so-called second quantum theory between 1907 
and 1911, to mend the rupture again.

In 1986 John Heilbron very fittingly characterized Planck as a “conservative 
revolutionary”—one could also say: a renitent revolutionary, because he neither sought 
nor wanted to assume this role as discoverer of energy quantization, as has often been 
ascribed to him in the later historiography 

PLANCK AND BOLTZMANN



Irrespective of the reading one might choose for Planck’s writings from around 1900, 
Einstein’s approach was definite. Quite in contrast to Planck, he offensively set out in 
search of cracks, pointed them out and took them as his starting point toward something 
new. Evidently, the no longer extant first draft of his paper, in which he criticized Planck’s 
half-hearted position on energy quantization, was much more aggressively direct. But 
Einstein’s close friend and colleague at the Bernese patent office, Michele Besso (1873–
1955) persuaded him to soften the tone a bit and present his hypotheses about the light 
quantum much more deferentially 

Einstein characterized Planck’s way of going about this in a later talk:
To solve the problem of radiation, Planck concluded that one would have to introduce a 
new physical quantity: the famous quantity h, in order to arrive at a reasonable 
formula for radiation. But this calculational figure has a very real meaning in nature, in 
the sense that radiation forms or vanishes only in the magnitude hν. When a bell rings, 
it sounds loudly when it is struck firmly, and more quietly, the  weaker it is struck; it 
receives a greater or lesser amount of energy. In radiative processes, this is not so to 
the same degree; rather, energy cannot be introduced into a luminous structure in 
arbitrarily small amounts, never less than one quantum and always only integral 
multiples of this quantum are taken up or released again by a structure able to radiate 

PLANCK AND EINSTEIN



1913: Einstein is formally proposed for Membership in the Prussian AcademyTo

ensure Einstein's elec>on to the Prussian Academy, the four most important German

physicists and members of the Academy, Planck, Nernst, Rubens and Warburg

submiFed a request to the Prussian Ministry of Educa>on.28They first announced in 

the physical-mathema>cal class of the Prussian Academy of Sciences that they would

submit a proposal for membership at the next session. The iden>ty of the candidate 

was not given. 

Two weeks later they proposed Einstein for elec>on as a regular member of the 

Academy.Planck summarized that it can be said that among the major problems, 

with which modern physics is so rich, there is no one in which Einstein did not take a 

posi>on in a remarkable manner. 

But added Planck, "That he might have in his specula2ons, occasionally, 
overshot the target, as for example in his light quantum hypothesis, should
not be counted against him too much; because without taking a risk, even
in the most exact science, one is not driven to real innova2on".

PLANCK AND EINSTEIN



Einstein was very interested in the photoelectric effect and its
interpreta4on and kept abreast of the debates about the latest
experimental data. In 1905 he decided— aBer much deep
thought—to reconsider the experiment using a completely
different kind of model. 
«...our prevailing [conven0onal electromagne0c] 
concep0ons cannot explain why radia0on of higher
frequency should produce elementary processes of 
greater energy than radia0on of lower frequency. In 
brief, we neither understand the specific effect of 
frequency nor the lack of a specific effect of intensity.» 

Thus a double failure of the classical theories confronted him. First, they contra-
factually presumed a propor0onality of 1 : 1000 for the intensity, which was
defi- nitely not experimentally establishable, not even for varia0ons in intensity. 
Second, they were not able to explain this “specific effect of frequency” of the 
radia0on either. 

EINSTEIN AND THE QUANTA OF LIGHT



THE PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT



Lenard, Peter 

(1902). "Ueber die 
lichtelektrische
Wirkung". Annalen
der Physik, 313: 
149–198. 

THE EARLY DAYS OF THE PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT

Hertz, Heinrich (1887). 

"Ueber den Einfluss des 
ultraviole8en Lichtes
auf die electrische
Entladung". Annalen
der Physik 267: S. 983–
1000.
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Philipp Lenard and the Photoelectric
Effect, 1889-1911. Bruce R. 
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58 3 Twelve Semantic Layers of ‘Light Quantum’ and ‘Photon’

Fig. 3.5 Lenard’s cathode-ray tube from 1902with aUV-permeable aluminiumwindowB, cathode
U, anode ! and a negatively charged grid E that permits the stream of photons triggered by the UV
radiation to be regulated. Source The Nobel lecture by Philipp Lenard (1906b) p. 122. Reprinted
by permission of the Nobel Foundation c! 1905

partially evacuated tube known as a cathode-ray tube, with ultraviolet light leads
to the emission of cathode rays. Hallwachs was still referring to ‘light-electricity’
(Lichtelektrizität) but it soon became generally known as the ‘photoelectric effect.’59

Hertz’s other assistant at the time, the experimental physicist Philipp Lenard
(1862–1947), also examined the photoelectric effect. His experiment used a specially
designed evacuated tube (see Fig. 3.5) with an aluminium window B where the
electromagnetic radiation enters from L onto the cathode U. This tube permitted the
flow of cathode rays to be modulated by means of a negatively charged grid E.60

Depending on the selected preliminary tension between the cathodeU and the grid
E, the electrons coming from the cathode are either permitted through to the anode
! or diverted. By varying this preliminary tension he could determine the number
of electrons as a function of their energy. The result of Lenard’s measurements
was that the limiting potential ! of the flow of photons beyond which no cathode
rays can trespass the negatively charged grid set at the tension U depends on the
“type of light” and the basic composition of the electric arc61 but is independent
of its intensity. The photoelectric effect was therefore dependent on the kind of

59See Hallwachs (1916), cf. further Lenard (1906), Schweidler (1910, 1915), Hughes (1914a) for
surveys.
60For the experimental details seeLenard (1894)–(1906) and here Fig. 3.5. Einstein fully appreciated
Lenard’s experimental skills at this time: see his letter to Jakob Laub, 17 May 1909, CPAE, vol. 5,
p. 187.
61Lenard (1902) pp. 167f. We now know that the power of an electric arc is proportional to !, but
Lenard did not realize this at the time!

Lenard’s cathode-ray tube from 1902 with a UV-permeable aluminium window B, cathode U, anode α and 
a negaBvely charged grid E that permits the stream of photons triggered by the UV radiaBon to be 
regulated. Source The Nobel lecture by Philipp Lenard (1906b) p. 122. 
In 1902, Lenard observed that the energy of individual emi;ed electrons increased with the 
frequency (which is related to the color) of the light. This appeared to be at odds with 
Maxwell's wave theory of light, which predicted that the electron energy would be 
proporGonal to the intensity of the radiaGon. 
Lenard observed the variaBon in electron energy with light frequency using a powerful electric arc lamp
which enabled him to invesBgate large changes in intensity, and that had sufficient power to enable him to 
invesBgate the variaBon of the electrode's potenBal with light frequency. He found the electron energy by 
relaBng it to the maximum stopping potenBal (voltage) in a phototube. He found that the maximum 
electron kineBc energy is determined by the frequency of the light. 

EINSTEIN AND THE QUANTA OF LIGHT

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frequency
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Color
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wave_theory_of_light
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intensity_(physics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kinetic_energy


The photoelectric effect

hQ kinE

Ann. d. Phys. 17, 132 (1905):

Theoretical explanation by A. Einstein (1905): 
QUANTIZATION OF LIGHT

)� QhEkin
max

Planck´s 
constant photocathode

workfunction

A. Einstein
Nobel prize 1921

THE EARLY DAYS OF THE PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT

ANSATZ

In 1905, Einstein proposed a theory of the photoelectric effect assuming that light 
consists of light quanta. Each packet carries energy that is proportional to the 
frequency ν of the corresponding electromagnetic wave. The proportionality
constant was the Planck constant. This was measured by Millikan. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Einstein
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planck_constant


EINSTEIN AND THE QUANTA OF LIGHT

The Nobel Prize in 
Physics 1921 was 
awarded to Albert 
Einstein "for his 
services to 
Theore.cal Physics, 
and especially for his 
discovery of the law 
of the photoelectric 
effect".



A VITAL QUESTION



1911, Arnold Sommerfeld (Society of German Scien2sts and Physicians) : 
«The theory of energy quanta is an en1rely different and problema1c current issue [...] The 
fundamental concepts here are s1ll in a state of flux and the problems are countless. [...] 
Einstein drew the farthest-reaching consequences of Planck’s discovery [...] without, as I 
believe, maintaining his bold standpoint of the 1me anymore now.» 

1913 Robert A. Millikan, (American Associa,on for the Advancement of Science in Cleveland, 
Ohio)
«Lorentz will have nothing to do with any ether-string theory, or spoKed wave-front theory, 
or electro-magne1c corpuscle theory. Planck has unqualifiedly declared against it, and 
Einstein gave it up, I believe, some two years ago. [...] In conclusion then we have at present
no quantum theory which has thus far been shown to be self-consistent, or consistent with 
even the most important of the facts at hand.»

1916 Einstein, (Zur Quantentheorie der Strahlung. Physikalische Zeitschrift 18: 121–128 
(1916): “the simplicity of the hypotheses, the generality with which the analysis can be 
carried out so effortlessly, and the natural connection to Planck’s linear oscillator (as a 
limiting case of classical electrodynamics and mechanics).»

A LONG LIVING CONTROVERSY



1917 Einstein [letter to  Michele Besso (1873–1955)] with reference to the same paper: 
“The quantum paper I sent out has led me back to the view of the spatially quantumlike

nature of radiation energy. But I have the feeling that the actual crux of the problem

posed to us by the eternal enigma-giver is not yet understood absolutely. Shall we live 

to see the redeeming idea? “
1951 Einstein in a letter to Michele Besso, 12 Dec. 1951 :
“All those 50 years of careful pondering have not brought me closer to the 

answer to the question: ‘What are light quanta?’ Today any old scamp believes

he knows, but he’s deluding himself.”

1896 At Zurich Polytechnic, Michele is taking his physics
class instructed by Professor Weber. He watches as
classmate Mileva Marić questions Weber on the properties
of energy and thermodynamics, and other classmate Albert 
Einstein agrees with her, even going on to create an 
example with Michele's pencils. He later watches as Albert 
is quieted by Weber, who informs him that theatrics have
no place at Zurich Polytechnic. 
Later outside the University, Michele and his friend Marcel 
Grossmann approach Albert and tell him that they were
impressed by his demonstration in class. The two invite
Albert to lunch, and a friendship emerges. 

A FRIENDSHIP FOR LIFE: ALBERT AND MICHELE

https://genius-national-geographic.fandom.com/wiki/Heinrich_Weber
https://genius-national-geographic.fandom.com/wiki/Mileva_Mari%C4%87
https://genius-national-geographic.fandom.com/wiki/Albert_Einstein
https://genius-national-geographic.fandom.com/wiki/Marcel_Grossmann


“It was in 1905 that Einstein made the first coupling of photo 
effects and with any form of quantum theory by bringing forward
the bold, not to say reckless, hypothesis of an electro-magneCc
light corpuscle of energy hν, which energy was transferred upon
absorpCon to an electron. This hypothesis may well be called
reckless first because an electromagneCc disturbance which
remains localized in space seems a violaCon of the very
concepCon of an electromagneCc disturbance, and second
because it flies in the face of the thoroughly established facts of 
interference [Millikan, R.A. 1914. A Direct DeterminaCon of “h”. 
Physical Review 4: 73-75. Millikan, R.A. 1916a. A Direct Photoelectric
DeterminaCon of Planck’s ‘h’. Physical Review 7: 355-388, Millikan, R.A. 
1916b. Einstein’s Photoelectric EquaCon and the Contact ElectromoCve, 
Force. Physical Review 7: 18-32]

MILLIKAN’S CHANGING OPINIONS OF HIS EXPERIMENT

Robert Andrews Millikan
(1868 -1953)

After discussing his confirmation of Einstein’s equation Millikan remarked,«I thought, that
the emitted electron that escapes with the energy hν gets that energy by the direct
transfer of hν units of energy from the light to the electron and scarcely permits any other
interpretation than that which Einstein had originally suggested, namely that of the semi-
corpuscular or photon theory of light itself.» [Millikan, R.A. 1950. The Autobiography of Robert 
A. Millikan. Prentice-Hall, New York.



Millikan’s experimental results, 1916: The constant h, which according to Millikan’s
plot defines the slope of the interpolation line contained in all his measurements
with a precision of ± 0.5%, came to 6.57 · 10−27 erg s. Converted into modern units, 
it is 6.616 · 10−34 Js, which is in very good agreement with the modern value for 
Planck’s quantum of action h = 6.62607 · 10−34 Js. Source Millikan(1916b) 

In 1931 Einstein himself remarked, “I acknowledge gratefully Millikan’s researches
concerning the photo effect which first proved conclusively that the emission of electrons
from solid bodies under the influence of light is associated with a definite period
of vibration [frequency] of the light itself, which result of the quantum theory
is especially characteristic for the corpuscular structure of radiation [Einstein, A. 1931. 
Professor Einstein at the California Institute of Technology. Science 73: 375-379]

PLANKC’S h CONTANT MEASURED



3.9 Spontaneous and Induced Emission: 1916–17 73

Fig. 3.8 Term diagrams of absorption and spontaneous and induced emission. The latter increases
proportionally with the density of the radiation field, which is why once set off, such emission
processes continue to augment. Figure modified from http://www.seos-project.eu/modules/laser-
rs/images/two-level-system-en.png (22 Jan. 2017). Reprinted with kind permission of Dr. Rainer
Reuter (Oldenburg)

by it from state n into the higher-energy state m, also implies the possibility of a
transition from a higher-energy state into one with lower energy. There likewise,
results Bn

mNm!. Different from spontaneous emission, this latter case corresponds
to “induced emission,” stimulated by the surrounding radiation field.112 For all the
transitions taken together, Einstein obtained the total at thermal equilibrium:

An
mNm + Bn

mNm! = Bm
n Nn!.

In order to be able to reproduce Planck’s formula for the mean energy density of
the radiation field by this proposition in conjunction with Boltzmann’s formula for
the probability of state Zn as a function of its energy "n , Einstein was compelled to
introduce two other coefficients for the induced emission besides the coefficient An

m
for spontaneous emission. Unlike this latter these two coefficients are proportional
to the density of the radiation field. But in the thinking of the day this was counter-
intuitive. Assuming Einstein’s formula, though, numerous cross-links could be tied
to existing elements of knowledge:

• Continuity with Planck’s considerations in the context of classical mechanics and
electrodynamics seemed secured.

• The proposition for spontaneous emission was rigorously analogous to the law of
radioactive decay already well established by Rutherford’s experiments, dN/dt =
!#N .

• The photochemical law of equivalence also followed easily from it.

112This term was coined by Vleck and Hasbrouck, in 1924. Einstein and Ehrenfest (1923) referred
to ‘negative irradiation’, Fabrikant in 1939 to ‘negative absorption’: see Lukishova (2010).

A. Einstein, Phys. Z. 18, 121 
(1917). English transla6on
“On the Quantum The- ory
of Radia6on,” by D. ter Haar, 
The Old Quantum Theory, 
Pergamon Press, New York 
(1967), p. 167 

By imposing the condi6ons for thermal equilibrium in the presence of those processes
and invoking the Wien displacement law, Einstein showed that Bba is propor(onal to Aba
; that Bba = Bab ; that in making a transi6on, the atom emits monochroma(c radia(on
with frequency given by the Bohr condi(on v = (Eb – Ea )/h, where h is Planck’s constant; 
and that for the atoms to achieve thermal equilibrium, ρ(v, T) = (8πhv
3/c3)/(exp[hv/kT] − 1). This last equa(on is the Planck radia(on law.

AN AMAZINGLY SIMPLE DERIVATION OF PLANCK’S FORMULA

Einstein wrote: “the simplicity of the hypotheses, the generality with which the analysis
can be carried out so effortlessly, and the natural connecBon to Planck’s linear oscillator
[...] seem to make it highly probable that these are basic traits of a future theoreBcal
representaBon.” [Einstein, Albert. 1916b. Zur Quantentheorie der Strahlung. Mi7eilungen der
Physikalischen Gesellscha< Zürich 18: 47–62; reprinted in CPAE vol. 6, 1996, doc. 38: 381–398 (trans. 
ed.: On the quantum theory of radia@on, 220–233).



SPONTANEOUS AND INDUCED EMISSION: 1916–17 

Absorption, stimulated emission and spontaneous emission are evidently introduced by 
analogy with the behavior of classical oscillators (Abraham-Lorentz oscillator).

Appling the Boltzmann statistics to a two-quantized state system (although it is not obvious 
why quantized systems should obey classical statistics), Einstein introduced a fundamental 
character of the Quantum Physics versus the Classical Physics: the interaction are 
PROBABILISTIC and NOT DETERMINISTIC.  

Einstein justified his assumption of a spontaneous emission rate by stating, “The statistical 
law assumed here corresponds to the law of a radioactive reaction, and the elementary 
process assumed here corresponds to a relation in which only γ rays are emitted.”
The “law of a radioactive reaction” is Ernest Rutherford’s law for radioactive decay: N(t) = 
N(0) exp(–t/τ), where τ is a time characteristic of the atom. 
At the light of the present days QED it is clear that the spontaneous emission is the only 
process that require the EM field quantization. 

An equally daunting problem for Einstein was the lack of any theory for calculating the 
spontaneous emission rate. That—and a multitude of other problems on atomic structure 
and dynamics—would simply have to wait for the creation of a complete quantum theory. 

For further reading: Rereading Einstein on Radiation, D. Kleppner; Physics Today 58, 2, 30 (2005); doi: 
10.1063/1.1897520 



A CREW OF MEN 
WHO CHANGED PHYSICS



It seems to be odd to observe that absorp/on and s/mulated emission do not require 
the EM field to be quan/sed.  A:er the quan/za/on of the EM field by Paul Dirac in 
1927 (Einstein was quite aware of the deficiency, for his 1917 paper where the 
transi/on probabili/es could not be calculated) and the rise of a more advanced 
quantum theory based on solid mathema/cal concept (P. Dirac Principles of Quantum 
Mechanics published by Oxford University Press in 1930) and Mathema'cal 
Founda'ons of Quantum Mechanics (1932) by John von Neumann as an important 
early work in the development of quantum theory, it was possible to calculate the 
transi/on probability from one quantum state to another quantum state. [SEE 
APPENDIX 1]

Paul A. M. Dirac (1902–1984)John von Neumann 1903 -1957)

JOHN VON NEUMANN AND PAUL A. M. DIRAC 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_von_Neumann
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_mechanics


«Einstein was to be proven right—perhaps more than he later
would have liked, though. His modeling of quantum theoretical
connections based on transition prob- abilities between a finite 
number of quantized initial and final states was used by the 
young Heisenberg as orientation in conceiving matrix
coefficients for his matrix mechanics. Paul A. M. Dirac (1902–
1984) then showed in 1927 that spontaneous and induced
emission have a place in quantum field theorie.
Heisenberg’s uncer- tainty relation was also translated into

relativistic quantum mechanics in 1931 and later into quantum 
electrodynamics as well. Einstein’s steadfast opposition to 
Heisenberg’s matrix mechanics, Dirac’s operator algebra and 
other variants of later quantum mechanics with its associated
stochastic. interpretations is well known.  But aren’t there a 
number of allusions to “chance” in Einstein’s own paper from 
1916? It is remarkable that Einstein enclosed the two instances
of this word there in scare quotes. » 
[K. Hentschel, Photons the history and mental models of light quanta 
–Springer (2018) ]
«Ironically, when the quantum theory, which was needed to 
fully realize the vision of his radiation theory, was developed
between 1925 and 1928, Einstein turned his back on it. His 
supernatural intuition finally failed him. » [D. Kleppner, Physics
Today 58, 2, 30 (2005); doi: 10.1063/1.1897520] 
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force Rv arises from the interplay of the Doppler effect and
the frequency dependence of r(n, T). The absorption rate of
a moving atom differs from that of an atom at rest because
the effect of the motion is to shift the spectrum.

When these results are put together, the field required
for thermal equilibrium turns out once again to be de-
scribed by the Planck radiation law. The argument seems
transparent, but its implications are unexpected. For in-
stance, atoms interacting with radiation at temperature T
assume a Maxwell–Boltzmann velocity distribution due to
the absorption and emission of radiation even in the ab-
sence of collisions. However, the analysis leads to a far
more profound result.

Momentum transfer in each step of radiation is cen-
tral to Einstein’s analysis. That the light quantum carries
momentum as well as energy is an innovation of the 1917
paper. (The term “photon” was not coined until 1928, and
Einstein never cared for it.) In the 1905 paper on the pho-
toelectric effect, for instance, momentum played no role.
With the realization that the excitation of an electron is
accompanied by momentum transfer, the full nature of the
light quantum was finally revealed.

On the art of ignoring conceptual obstacles
Einstein made numerous assumptions in the 1917 paper,
often without comment. Absorption and stimulated emis-
sion, for example, are evidently introduced by analogy
with the behavior of classical oscillators; it is not obvious
why a two-state quantum system should have much in
common with a classical oscillator. He applied Boltzmann
statistics to his two-state atoms, although one might ques-
tion why quantum systems should obey classical statistics.
Within a decade, such assumptions would be justified from
a rigorous theory, but in 1917 his approach bordered on
the cavalier.

The most radical assumption was that one can de-
scribe the dynamics of atoms in terms of probabilities. A
probabilistic point of view is inherent in the concept of the
rate of spontaneous emission. Einstein recognized the im-
plications of such language and justified his assumption of
a spontaneous emission rate by stating, “The statistical
law assumed here corresponds to the law of a radioactive
reaction, and the elementary process assumed here corre-
sponds to a relation in which only g rays are emitted.”

The “law of a radioactive reaction” is Ernest Ruther-
ford’s law for radioactive decay: N(t) ! N(0) exp("t/t),
where t is a time characteristic of the atom. This law
aroused controversy when Rutherford announced it in
1900.2 The problem could be put this way: How does any
given radioactive atom “know” when its time has come—
that is, when it should emit a gamma ray? That a process
such as a chemical reaction can take place at a uniform
rate—that is, a constant probability per unit time—is
plausible because the number of particles is large and the
reactions take place during random collisions. The random
decay of an isolated atom is another matter entirely. 

By 1916 the controversy had died down, but it had
never been resolved. Einstein evidently still had misgiv-
ings because he commented, “The weakness of the theory
lies . . . in the fact that it leaves moment and direction of
the elementary processes to ‘chance’; all the same, I have
complete confidence in the reliability of the method used
here.” His instinct was sound because his method indeed
turned out to be reliable. In a decade, however, the prob-
lem of chance would come to haunt him; it eventually iso-
lated him from the mainstream of physics.

An equally daunting problem for Einstein was the lack
of any theory for calculating the spontaneous emission
rate. That—and a multitude of other problems on atomic

structure and dynamics—would simply have to wait for
the creation of a complete quantum theory. The problem of
spontaneous emission was solved by Paul Dirac in 1927.
Einstein was quite aware of the deficiency, for his 1917
paper is titled “On the Quantum Theory of Radiation” (em-
phasis added).

Finally, Einstein questioned whether it is reasonable
to calculate the Doppler effect for a quantum radiation
field in which the energy is absorbed as a particle, not a
wave. He argued that whatever the form of the radiation
theory, the first-order Doppler effect would be preserved.
He calculated only to first order in v/c. In second order,
the quantum radiation process causes a tiny energy shift
due to recoil of the atom, which is absent in the wave pic-
ture. His analysis, based on momentum conservation,
would have included that effect. The recoil shift was ob-
served more than a half century after Einstein’s paper
was published.

Treasures
Einstein’s paper is crammed with gems. The concept of
spontaneous emission, which embodies the fundamental
interaction of matter with the vacuum, is conspicuous
among them. Spontaneous emission sets the scale for all
radiative interactions. The rates of absorption and stimu-
lated emission, for instance, are proportional to the rate
for spontaneous emission. Spontaneous emission can be
viewed as the ultimate irreversible process and the fun-
damental source of noise in nature. However, with the de-
velopment of cavity quantum electrodynamics—the study
of atomic systems in close-to-ideal cavities—in the 1980s,
the physical situation was profoundly altered. In such cav-
ities, spontaneous emission evolves into spontaneous
atom–cavity oscillations. Although the dynamical behav-
ior is totally altered, the atom–vacuum interaction that
causes spontaneous emission sets the time scale for that
evolution.

Among the achievements of the 1917 paper, the con-
cept of the photon shines brilliantly. Einstein postulated

The opening paragraph of Einstein’s 1917 paper,
“On the Quantum Theory of Radiation.”

THE RISE OF THE QUANTUM THEORY
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126 5 Early Reception of the Light Quantum

Fig. 5.1 Schematic setup and results of Compton (1922). Compton’s observations showed (on
the right) that not only the original wavelength ! from the x-ray tube occurred in the scat-
tered radiation but also a larger wavelength !! that continued to increase with increasing angle
". Sources (right) Compton (1923b) p. 411. Reprinted by permission of the American Physical
Society © 1923; (top left) https://cnx.org/resources/43f60758c3fff3fdb7cf96a50746646ba509ffcd/
CNX_UPhysics_39_03_compton1.jpg

imately monochromatic beam that was directed onto a cylindrical scattering target
made of graphite. The electrons loosely bound to the graphite atoms were dislodged
by this ‘needle radiation’ and catapulted out in a statistically broad scattering of
unknown direction. The x-rays, which are also scattered as a function of the scat-
tering angle ", went through more lead screens and were deflected off a rotatable
adjustable calcite crystal into a scintillation counting tube for detection. Compton’s
apparatus permitted a variation of the scattering angle " from 0" to well beyond
90". The rotating crystal positioned in front of the scintillation counting tube made
it possible to determine the wavelength of the scattered radiation !! at the same time
from the diffraction of these x-rays off the crystal lattice.

The observations (see Fig. 5.1, right) showed that in addition to detecting the
original wavelength ! = 0.711 Å for the K#-line of molybdenum emitted from the
x-ray tube,8 larger wavelengths!! were also detectible that increased as the scattering
angle " increased. At that time, Compton estimated his measurement precision at
±0.0001Å,which corresponded to amargin of error of only 1.5‰.Because of the de
Broglie relation! = h/p, thismeant that the larger this scattering anglewas, themore

8Molybdenum was an element of the tube supplied by General Electric to Compton. See Compton
(1923b) pp. 410, 413.

A RTHUR H. C O M P T O N

X-rays as a branch of optics
Nobel Lecture, December 12, 1927

One of the most fascinating aspects of recent physics research has been the
gradual extension of familiar laws of optics to the very high frequencies of
X-rays, until at the present there is hardly a phenomenon in the realm of
light whose parallel is not found in the realm of X-rays. Reflection, refrac-
tion, diffuse scattering, polarization, diffraction, emission and absorption
spectra, photoelectric effect, all of the essential characteristics of light have
been found also to be characteristic of X-rays. At the same time it has been
found that some of these phenomena undergo a gradual change as we pro-
ceed to the extreme frequencies of X-rays, and as a result of these interesting
changes in the laws of optics we have gained new information regarding the
nature of light.

It has not always been recognized that X-rays is a branch of optics. A S a
result of the early studies of Röntgen and his followers it was concluded that
X-rays could not be reflected or refracted, that they were not polarized on
transversing crystals, and that they showed no signs of diffraction on passing
through narrow slits. In fact, about the only property which they were found
to possess in common with light was that of propagation in straight lines.
Many will recall also the heated debate between Barkla and Bragg, as late as
1910, one defending the idea that X-rays are waves like light, the other that
they consist of streams of little bullets called "neutrons" It is a debate on
which the last word has not yet been said!

The refraction ad reflection of X-rays

We should consider the phenomena of refraction and reflection as one prob-
lem, since it is a well-known law of optics that reflection can occur only
from a boundary surface between two media of different indices of refrac-
tion. If oneis found, the other must be present.

In his original examination of the properties of X-rays, Röntgen 1 tried
unsuccessfully to obtain refraction by means of prisms of a variety of mate-
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According to the classical theory, an electromagnetic wave is scattered
when it sets the electrons which it traverses into forced oscillations, and these
oscillating electrons reradiate the energy which they receive. In order to ac-
count for the change in wavelength of the scattered rays, however, we have
had to adopt a wholly different picture of the scattering process, as shown in
Fig. g. Here we do not think of the X-rays as waves but as light corpuscles,
quanta, or, as we may call them, photons. Moreover, there is nothing here of
the forced oscillation pictured on the classical view, but a sort of elastic
collision, in which the energy and momentum are conserved.

Fig. 9. An X-ray photon is deflected through an angle  by an electron, which in turn
recoils at an angle , taking a part of the energy of the photon.

This new picture of the scattering process leads at once to three conse-
quences that can be tested by experiment. There is a change of wavelength

which accounts for the modified line in the spectra of scattered X-rays.
Experiment has shown that this formula is correct within the precision of our

THE PHOTON AND ITS LINEAR MOMENTUM



The evidence for the existence of directed quanta of radia3on afforded
bythis experiment is very direct. The experiment shows that associated
witheach recoil electron there is sca<ered X-ray energy enough to produce 
asecondary ray, and that this energy proceeds in a direc3on determined
a<he moment of ejec3on of the recoil electron. Unless the experiment is
sub-ject to improbably large experimental errors, therefore, the sca<ered X-
raysproceed in the form of photons.
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knowledge of h, m, and c. The electron which recoils from the scattered X-
rays should have the kinetic energy

 = hv . (2)

approximately. When this theory was first proposed, no electrons of this
type were known; but they were discovered by Wilson28 and Bothe29 with-
in a few months after their prediction. Now we know that the number, en-
ergy, and spatial distribution of these recoil electrons are in accord with the
predictions of the photon theory. Finally, whenever a photon is deflected at
an angle !, the electron should recoil at an angle  given by the relation

approximately.

(3)

This relation we have tested30, using the apparatus shown diagrammat-
ically in Fig. IO. A narrow beam of X-rays enters a Wilson expansion

Fig. IO. An electron recoiling at an angle  should be associated with a photon de-
flected through an angle .
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A series of experiments performed during the last few years* has shown
that secondary X-rays are of greater wavelength than the primary rays
which produce them. This work is too well-known to require description.
On the other hand, careful experiments to find a similar increase in wave-
length in light diffusely scattered by a turbid medium have failed to show
any effect2 5. An examination of the spectrum of the secondary X-rays shows
that the primary beam has been split into two parts, as shown in Fig. 8,
one of the same wavelength and the other of increased wavelength. When

* For an account of this work, see e.g. the writer’s X-rays and Electrons, Chap. 9, Van
Nostrand, 1926.

I
6’:

Fig. 8. A typical spectrum of scattered X-rays, showing the splitting of the primary
ray into a modified and an unmodified ray.

PHOTON MOMENTUM  AND RELATIVISTIC SCATTERING 





The half-hearted Planckian no2on of energy quan2za2on was a 
large step away from true quan2za2on of the radia2on field. The 
insight about the reality of ‘light quanta’ (by Einstein (1905) but
s2ll under the cau2ous heading “a heuris2cal point of view”) or of 
“Lichtatome” (by WolLe (1913, p. 1123), of “light corpuscles” or 
“photons” (by Gilbert Lewis (1926a) and Band (1927) or Lewis 
(1926b)), developed only stepwise in a gradual process along a 
path that was anything but straight. 

A LONG WAY TO GO
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CONTEST#3 
(fp./ e-mail: fulvioparmigiani@units.it) 
 
Riflessione di un'onda e.m. da uno specchio piano in movimento 
Un'onda elettromagnetica di frequenza ω e ampiezza del campo elettrico Ei, polarizzata 
linearmente lungo l'asse y, incide perpendicolarmente su un conduttore perfetto la cui superficie  
giace nel piano (y,z). Come noto un conduttore perfetto si comporta come uno specchio perfetto, 
cioè E = 0 e B = 0 all'interno del materiale (x > 0). 
a) Valutare il campo dell'onda riflessa e il campo elettromagnetico totale.  
 
Lo specchio è ora messo in movimento rispetto al S.d.R del laboratorio S, con una velocità 
costante v parallela all'asse x. 
b) Calcolare le frequenze e i campi delle onde incidenti rispetto al S.d.R. S' solidale con lo specchio. 
c) Calcolare la frequenza e i campi dell'onda riflessa nel sistema S. 
d) Discutere la continuità dei campi sulla superficie mobile dello specchio. 
 

 z

X

y

SS’
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Emission and absorption.
How does a gas of atoms maintain the populations of its stationary states in 
equilibrium with a radiation field? Einstein considered atoms having two energy 
levels, a and b, with energies Eb > Ea. (For simplicity, we assume that there is only one 
quantum state for each energy.) The states are occupied according to the Boltzmann 
distribution with probabilities Pa = C exp(–Ea/kT) and Pb = C exp(–Eb/kT), where k is 
Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, and C is a normalizing factor. The atoms are 
bathed by blackbody radiation with a yet-to-be determined spectral density ρ(v, T), 
where v is the circular frequency. He made use of the Wien displacement law, which 
was based on a combination of thermodynamics and electromagnetic theory: ρWien(v, 
T) =v 3 f(v/T), in which f is an unknown function. In addition, Einstein introduced the 
following three processes by which atoms interact with radiation. 

Spontaneous emission. Einstein proposed that an excited atom in empty space will 
make a transition to a lower state by a process he called spontaneous emission. The 
probability that this takes place in time dt is dW = Aba dt, where Aba is a constant. The 
novelty of this proposal may not be obvious because spontaneous emission is now 
familiar. However, a process that appears to happen without cause could only be 
called novel. Furthermore, spontaneous emission describes not a radiation rate but 
the rate of change of probability. Thus, the language of spontaneous emission has 
revolutionary implications.

APPENDIX 1



Absorption. The rate at which an oscillator absorbs energy from a force field with a 
broad spectrum is proportional to the spectral density of the field. Thus, Einstein 
asserted that the probability that an atom in the lower energy state will make a 
transition a → b in time dt is dW = ρ(v, T) Bab dt, where Bab is a constant to be 
determined.

Stimulated emission. An oscillator absorbs energy or emits energy depending on 
its phase with respect to the driving force. Consequently, Einstein argued that a 
radiation field causes an atom in the upper energy state to make a transition to the 
lower state at a rate proportional to the radiation density, a process he named 
stimulated emission. The probability of making a transition b → a in time dt is dW = 
ρBba dt, where Bba is a constant to be determined.
By imposing the conditions for thermal equilibrium in the presence of those 
processes and invoking the Wien displacement law, Einstein showed that Bba is 
proportional to Aba ; that Bba = Bab ; that in making a transition, the atom emits 
monochromatic radiation with frequency given by the Bohr condition v = (Eb – Ea
)/h, where h is Planck’s constant; and that for the atoms to achieve thermal 
equilibrium, ρ(v, T) = (8πhv 3/c3)/(exp[hv/kT] − 1). This last equation is the Planck
radiation law
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Absorp'on, s'mulated emission and spontaneous emission are evidently introduced 
by analogy with the behavior of classical oscillators (Abraham-Lorentz oscillator).
Appling the Boltzmann sta's'cs to a two-quan'zed state system (although it is not 
obvious why quan'zed systems should obey classical sta's'cs), Einstein introduced a 
fundamental character of the Quantum Physics versus the Classical Physics: the 
interac'on are PROBABILISTIC and NOT DETERMINISTIC.  Einstein jus'fied his 
assump'on of a spontaneous emission rate by sta'ng, “The sta's'cal law assumed 
here corresponds to the law of a radioac've reac'on, and the elementary process 
assumed here corresponds to a rela'on in which only γ rays are emiSed.”
The “law of a radioac've reac'on” is Ernest Rutherford’s law for radioac've decay: 
N(t) = N(0) exp(–t/τ), where τ is a 'me characteris'c of the atom. 

At the light of the present days QED it is clear that the spontaneous emission is the 
only process that require the EM field quan'za'on. 

An equally daun'ng problem for Einstein was the lack of any theory for calcula'ng the 
spontaneous emission rate. That—and a mul'tude of other problems on atomic 
structure and dynamics—would simply have to wait for the crea'on of a complete 
quantum theory. 

APPENDIX 1
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This is the classical Hamiltonian for a particle in an electromagnetic field.  In the Coulomb 

gauge (ϕ = 0) , the last term is dropped. 

We can write a Hamiltonian for a collection of particles in the absence of a external field  
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Generally the last term is considered small compared to the cross term. This term should be 

considered for extremely high field strength, which is nonperturbative and significantly distorts the 

potential binding molecules together. One can estimate that this would start to play a role at 

intensity levels >1015 W/cm2, which may be observed for very high energy and tightly focused 

pulsed femtosecond lasers.  So, for weak fields we have an expression that maps directly onto 

solutions we can formulate in the interaction picture:   
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Quantum mechanical Electric Dipole Hamiltonian 

Now we are in a position to substitute the quantum mechanical momentum for the classical.  Here 

the vector potential remains classical, and only modulates the interaction strength. 
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p = i  (4.29)− ∇

V t( ) =∑ i qi (∇ ⋅A+ A ⋅∇ii ) (4.30) 
i 2mi 

We can show that ∇⋅A A ⋅∇ . Notice ∇⋅ = ∇⋅A + A ⋅∇  (chain rule).  For instance, if we are = A ( ) 
operating on a wavefunction ∇⋅ A ψ = ∇ A ψ + A ⋅(∇ ψ ) . The first term is zero since we are 

working in the Coulomb gauge (∇⋅A = 0) . Now we have: 

( ⋅ ) 

V t( ) =∑ i qi A ⋅∇i 
i mi (4.31) 

= −∑ qi A p ⋅ i 
i mi 

For a single charge particle our interaction Hamiltonian is 

V t( ) = − q A p⋅ 
m 

i k r  ωt
= −

q ⎡
⎢A0ε̂ ⋅ p e ( ⋅ −  ) + c.c. ⎤⎥ 

(4.32) 

m ⎣ ⎦

Under most circumstances, we can neglect the wavevector dependence of the interaction 

potential. If the wavelength of the field is much larger than the molecular 
ik r k → 0) , then e ⋅ ≈1. This is known as the electric dipole approximation. 

We do retain the spatial dependence for certain types of light-matter interactions.  In that 

case we define r0  as the center of mass of a molecule and expand 

dimension (λ →∞) ( 

⋅ 0 ik r 0ik r ⋅ i ik r ⋅ −( i r )e = e e 
= eik r ⋅ 0 ⎡⎣1 + ik ⋅(ri − r0 ) +… ⎤⎦

 (4.33) 

For interactions, with UV, visible, and infrared (but not X-ray) radiation, k r − <<1, and setting i r0 

r0 =0  means that eik r ⋅ →1. We retain the second term for quadrupole transitions: charge 

distribution interacting with gradient of electric field and magnetic dipole.   

 Now, using A0 = iE  0 2ω , we write (4.32) as 

−iqE0 −i tω +i tV t  ( ) = 
2mω 

⎡⎣ε̂  ⋅ p e  − ε̂ ⋅ p e  ω ⎤⎦  (4.34) 

This transi*on probability is governed by the matrix element integral 
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V t( ) = −qE0 (ε̂ ⋅ p)sinωt 
mω (4.35)
−q (E t  p  ⋅ )= ( )
mω 

or for a collection of charged particles (molecules):   

V t( ) = − ⎜
⎛
∑ qi (ε̂ ⋅ pi )⎟

⎞ E0 sin ωt (4.36)
⎝ i mi ⎠ ω 

This is known as the electric dipole Hamiltonian (EDH).  

Transition dipole matrix elements 

We are seeking to use this Hamiltonian to evaluate the transition rates induced by V(t) from our 

first-order perturbation theory expression. For a perturbation V t( ) =V0 sinω t the rate of 

transitions induced by field is 

π 2 ⎡δ (E − E − =ω) + δ (E − E + =ω)⎤ (4.37)wkA = VkA ⎣ k A k A ⎦2=

Now we evaluate the matrix elements of the EDH in the eigenstates for H0: 

−qE
= 0k V  0 A k ε̂ ⋅ p A  (4.38)VkA = 

mω 

We can evaluate the matrix element k p A  using an expression that holds for any one-particle 
Hamiltonian: 

= [r H, 0 ] = i p . (4.39)
m 

This expression gives 

mk p A = k r H  −H r  A0 0i= 

= m ( k r A E − E  k r  A ) (4.40)A ki= 
= imωAk k r A . 

So we have 

(4.41)VkA = − iqE0 
ωAk k ε̂  ⋅r A
ω 

is the electric field per photon.

Since the ak, a§k follow the equations of motion of an harmonic oscillator with coor-
dinates:

q =

r
~

2m!
(a + a§) (23)

p = °i

r
m!~

2
(a° a§) (24)

the quantization is easily obtained by replacing the c-numbers with operators:

a ! ba (25)

a§ ! ba+ (26)

which obey the commutation relations
£
bam,ba+

n

§
= ±mn (27)

[bam,ban] = 0 (28)
£
ba+

m,ba+
n

§
= 0 (29)

In the following the ˆ above the operators is omitted for clarity.

The Hamiltonian of the quantized free electromagnetic field is thus:

H =
1

2

Z °
"0E

2 + µ0H
2
¢

(30)

=
X

k

~!k

°
a+

k ak + 1/2
¢

(31)

or with the number operator
nk = a+

k ak (32)

H =
X

k

~!k (nk + 1/2) (33)

2.2 Number States or Fock States

Number states or Fock states are eigenstates of the number operator bnk.:

bnk |nki = nk |nki (34)

11

from which the transition probability is derived. 

If A is a classical field this relation can describe the absorption and the stimulated 
emission where A≠0, therefore we do not need to quantize the EM field. With the 
spontaneous emission the photon is emitted when A= 0. So we need to quantize the EM 
field since in this case the interaction Hamiltonian will be 

and even with nk = 0, Hk=1/2(hv).		This is known as the zero-point 
energy or quantum vacuum state  
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Now we evaluate the matrix elements of the EDH in the eigenstates for H0: 

−qE
= 0k V  0 A k ε̂ ⋅ p A  (4.38)VkA = 

mω 

We can evaluate the matrix element k p A  using an expression that holds for any one-particle 
Hamiltonian: 

= [r H, 0 ] = i p . (4.39)
m 

This expression gives 

mk p A = k r H  −H r  A0 0i= 

= m ( k r A E − E  k r  A ) (4.40)A ki= 
= imωAk k r A . 

So we have 

(4.41)VkA = − iqE0 
ωAk k ε̂  ⋅r A
ω 

is the electric field per photon.

Since the ak, a§k follow the equations of motion of an harmonic oscillator with coor-
dinates:

q =

r
~

2m!
(a + a§) (23)

p = °i

r
m!~

2
(a° a§) (24)

the quantization is easily obtained by replacing the c-numbers with operators:

a ! ba (25)

a§ ! ba+ (26)

which obey the commutation relations
£
bam,ba+

n

§
= ±mn (27)

[bam,ban] = 0 (28)
£
ba+

m,ba+
n

§
= 0 (29)

In the following the ˆ above the operators is omitted for clarity.

The Hamiltonian of the quantized free electromagnetic field is thus:

H =
1

2

Z °
"0E

2 + µ0H
2
¢

(30)

=
X

k

~!k

°
a+

k ak + 1/2
¢

(31)

or with the number operator
nk = a+

k ak (32)

H =
X

k

~!k (nk + 1/2) (33)

2.2 Number States or Fock States

Number states or Fock states are eigenstates of the number operator bnk.:

bnk |nki = nk |nki (34)
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from which the transi/on probability is derived. 

If A is a classical field this rela/on can describe the absorp/on and the s/mulated emission 
where A≠0, therefore we do not need to quan/ze the EM field. With the spontaneous 
emission the photon is emi@ed when A= 0. So we need to quan/ze the EM field since in 
this case the interac/on Hamiltonian will be 

and even with nk = 0, Hk=1/2(hv)

This is known as the zero-point energy or quantum vacuum state  



Robert Millikan’s formula3on of his standpoint at the 3me s3ll sounds very
skep3cal: 
A<er ten years of tes3ng and changing and learning and some3mes blundering [...] 
this work resulted, contrary to my own expecta3on, in the first direct experimental
proof [...] of the exact validity [...] of the Einstein equa3on and the first direct
photo-electric determina3on of Planck’s h. [...] the general validity of Einstein’s
equa3on is, I think now universally concluded, and to that extent the reality of 
Einstein’s light quanta may be considered as experimentally established. But the 
concep3on of localized light quanta out of which Einstein got his equa3on must s3ll
be regarded as far from being established


